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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT

CLIENT’S BENEFITS

Design is a very exciting task that can become
very challenging when it involves many different
skills across various company’s functions. Simply
because it’s sometimes hard to “speak the same
language” across different businesses.

 Share a same vision

Thanks to the THEORIS Mixed Reality
Collaborative Solution, the different persons
involved in the design process can share a same
vision of their work.
They not only visualize their 3D models at true
scale (each person has his own scale 1:1 point of
view), but also the associated 2D documents
(blueprints, technical notes, planning, etc.).
All without breaking the link with the real
world, including people, to ensure a natural and
efficient discussion about highlights and issues.

“The office of the future
is now on HoloLens!”

of the 3D models
at true scale, and of the
related 2D documents

 Collaborate locally and

remotely (save travel
time and expenses)

 Keep a direct contact

with the surroundings
(freely & naturally move
all around the 3D)
and with the local users
(stay aware of their body
language)

 Detect design flaws

earlier (limit risks and
associated costs)

INTUITIVE
 Simply move yourself

around the 3D models
anchored in the real
word by OmniShare

 Pin the related 2D

documents on the
walls, the floor, the
furniture, etc. as the
entire surroundings
become your desktop

Your project and
design gate reviews

will never be the
same with OmniShare…

…as a result of a true
MR collaborative
experience at scale 1:1

POWERFUL
 Each 3D model part

is selectable and can
be moved, hidden,
colorized, resized, etc.
by natural gestures

 Make your annotations

and measurements
on the 3D content,
and take snapshots
or videos of the result
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